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IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
Let's Make It pay
This Titne 'Round!
Paddy Curley - who is
widely known and
respected throughout the
industry - has joined the
Dublin Providers sales
team at its Donore Road,
Drogheda branch. He has a
total of 34 years experience
in the business and brings
with him a wealth of
knowledge and experience
which will greatly enhance
the service provided.
HVAC Shows
To Capitalise
on Upturn
Bord Tnichtala - in
conjunction with more than
a dozen Irish manufacturers
serving the building
services industry - is to
take a roadshow to the
country over the coming
months to capitalise on the
undoubted upturn being
experienced within the
business.
Over a dozen manufacturers
have combined forces under
the Bord Trachtala banner
to participate in three
shows, to be held in Cork,
Dublin and Limerick, in
October and November.
See pages 5 through to 7
inside.
with too ma y suppliers
chasing a mited
amount of business.
While competitive,
there is still enough to
go 'round. There is no
need to succumb to the
price-led strategies
which have decimated
other industries.
The upturn is real,
business is genuinely
picking up with the
prospects even brighter
still for further down
the road. Now is the
time to put a fair but
decent value on the
highly-professional
service the professions
and product suppliers
within the building
services sector have to
offer.
Merriott Formula 1 Designs
will enjoy a significant
injection of morale-
boosting and profitable
business.
However, the latter will
only hold true if
consultants and
suppliers work hand in
hand to ensure that
margin erosion is
brought to a halt and
some sanity returned to
pricing. Unlike a great
many other industry
sectors in Ireland,
building services does
not suffer the same
saturation coverage
Merriott Radiators hosted a highly-competitive "Go-Kart" evening
in Dublin recently at which clients - both contractors and
consultants - demonstrated not so much the skills of the Nigel
Mansell's of this world but certainly the determination to better
one another. See page 13.
•
F,n at
roduct
a
The latest edition of
the BSNews Buyer
Guide - the industry
"Bible" - has now
been published. It
comes to you, free of
charge, with this issue
of BSNews.
Contact Edel Burke at
Tel: 01 - 288 5001 if
you require additional
copies.
If even half of the
anticipated workload
currently in the offing
r.: "'1es to fruition over
l. coming months, the
building services sector
- ..... he amount of
work at drawing
board stage in
consultants' offices has
multiplied to the point
of over-capacity in
recent months with
suppliers anxiously
awaiting the response to
an unprecedented (in
recent years) number of
tender submissions.
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IDHE Bolton Street
Diplotna Course
-
The College ofTechnology, BoltonStreet, is a constituent
College of the Dublin Institute
of TechnoJogy. The Plumbing
and Heating Section of Bolton
Street has been involved with
the education and training of
technicians, apprentices and
craftsmen since 1920. Bolton
Street qualifications are
recognised worldwide. The
IDHE is now offering a
Diploma Level Course in
conjunction with Bolton Street
for personnel employed in the
domestic heating industry.
This is a part-time (two nights
a week during College terms
for two years) study course
which is intended for people of
advanced level involved in the
heating industry. Its purpose is
to provide - within a broad
technical education - a sound
understanding of the principles
and the techniques employed
in the industry at large. The
course has been designed to be
complementary to the training
and experience people obtain
in their employment.
The course objective is to have
the student proficient in the
following:-
(I) Heating and hot water
technology;
(2) Drawing and design;
(3) Estimating and extracting
quantities;
(4) Organisation and
management techniques.
The overall emphasis is to
ensure that the successful
student has a good knowledge
of all aspects of the industry
2 BSNews, September 1994
and will be capable of gaining
employment in all sections.
The selection of students for
the course is within the
discretion of the college
authorities and the IDHE.
Applicants should have passed
the leaving certificate or
equivalent; or senior trades
certificate in plumbing; or City
and Guilds of London
Advanced Craft Certificate in
Plumbing; or City and Guilds
of London Gas Fitters
Certificates; or such other
qualifications as the College
may deem equivalent.
Special consideration may be
given to mature applicants
with significant experience.
Applicants may be required to
attend in person before
acceptance.
Contact: Joe Noone. Tel: 01 -
4516082; Mary Fields. Tel: 01
- 4513796.
Alco Option for
Copeland
The Ako fan speed control
FV31 is now included a an
optional extra for Copeland
hermetic condensing units. It is
available from RDL in the
Republic of Ireland.
The FV31 is u ed to control
air-cooled condensing unit fan
motors. It can be supplied for
use in pressure ranges 6.5 to 15
bar or from 13 to 25 bar and is
designed to promote energy-
efficient performance and quiet
operation.
Contact: Vincent Barrett, RDL.
Tel: 021 - 968494.
.-
ASHRAE Celebrates Centennial
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
Conditioning Engineers' (ASHRAE) will celebrate the 100th
anniversary of its founding at the 1995 ASHRAE Winter Meeting
to be held from 28 January to 1February in Chicago.
The meeting will feature an expanded technical programme, with
many sessions focussing on the historical development of
HVAC&R technology. Many special events commemorating
ASHRAE's 100th anniversary also will be held throughout the
meeting, including a re-enactment of the first annual meeting and
visual displays depicting the evolution of HVAC&R technology.
The 1995 International Air-Conditioning, Heating, Refrigerating
Exposition, co-sponsored by ASHRAE and the Air-Conditioning
and Refrigeration In titute, will take place during the Society's
Winter Meeting. Exhibitors also will feature historical displays.
b==========,.
11 ISH Set To Break
All Records
The 18th ISH -.Interna~ional Trade Fair Sanitati~n, Heating,Air Conditionmg - wIll be held at Frankfurt Fair andExhibition Centre from 28 March to 1April 1995. With
more than six months still to go before the doors open, all the signs
are that the 1995 ISH will set new records. The total of 1,876
exhibitors recorded in 1993 has already been exceeded.
The ISH is the world's biggest trade fair for sanitation, heating and
air-conditioning technology. For Europe in particular, it has
developed into the focal point for the trade and industry. The 1993
ISH was attended by more than 220,000 visitors from 84 countries.
In addition to technical developments and innovations, the subjec
of "design" will play a key role in the sanitation and heating
segments. There will be a special show entitled "Sanitation and
heating design".
Other special shows will deal with "Waste disposal in the
sanitation, heating and air-conditioning trades", "Ventilation in the
home with heat recovery", "Tiled stoves and air-heating
construction", and "Safety and medicine at work".
Contact: Louise Webb, LEP International. Tel: 01 - 677 1861
Calor Targets Specifier
Calor Ga is currently undertaking a series of seminar designed to
inform engineer, architects and other specifiers about the many
advantages of LPG as an industrial fuel.
The first three seminars were held in Galway, Dublin and Cork.
Calor outlined how technical advances in air conditioning, water
heating and space heating can mean cutting capital costs by as
much as 30% and running costs by as much as 15% against
electricity and oil.
4
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JBF WSN unit with fan box, damper and filter box. Contact: Eurofluid.
JBF Appoint Eurofluid
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and Hire Centre formats. A
new scaffold supply and erect
service has been launched
successfully.
Manufacturing sales rose by
23% to £6.5 million. CPI, the
Group's concrete business,
recorded higher sales volumes
although prices remain
depressed. The new EuroMix
dry mortar system, launched
last year, continued to
develop satisfactorily. MFP,
the plastics business, recorded
increased sales and profits.
Woodie's DIY, the Group's
retailing business, recorded a
sales increase of 30% to £8.2
million and significantly
improved profits. The Galway
store, opened in March this
year, has traded ahead of
expectations. The previously
announced Lucan store is
expected to open in 1995.
UK sales increased by 40% to
£11.7 million, helped by
acquisitions. Profitability also
grew strongly.
Bradley's, the London-based
heating and plumbing
merchants, has performed
successfully since its
acquisition by the Group in
February this year.
Trading at Macnaughton Blair
in Belfast was affected during
the period of its conversion to
Builder Centre format.
Following completion of this
programme, trading has
improved significantly.
Trading in July and August
has been ahead of last year's
level. It is expected that
annual profitability in all
divisions of the Group will be
well ahead of 1993. The
Group continues to develop in
accordance with its strategy of
maintaining strong positions
in other Irish markets and
growing outside Ireland in
businesses with which it is
familiar.
An improved economic
climate and lower interest
rates resulted in a strong
recovery in the Irish new
housing market. Irish
merchanting sales rose by
22% to £34.9 million.
Chadwicks recorded a strong
increase in sales and
profitability and benefited
considerably from past
investment in upgrading
locations to Builder Centre
Eurofluid Handling Systems Ltd have been appointed
distributors in the Greater Dublin Area for the Irish-
manufactured JBF ranges of gas and oil-fired warm air
heating equipment.
Bernard Costelloe, Managing Director of Eurofluid says:
"This appointment consolidates our position as a supplier
of quality equipment, complementing the existing ranges
being manufactured in our works".
The JBF range includes:-
Suspended gas-fired unit heaters with stainless steel heat
exchangers, allowing a 15-year guarantee and 10kw up to
100kwoutputs;
Floor-standing gas/oil fixed indirect blown air heaters up
to 730kw;
LPHW blown air heaters;
Gas radiant tube heaters;
Gas plaque heaters;
Gas cone heaters.
Contact: Bernard Costelloe. Tel: 01 - 450 3884; Vincent
Kavanagh. Tel: 021 - 632400.
Grafton Group
plc Interim
Results
Grafton Group plc has
announced pre-tax profits of
£2.84 million for the six
months ended 30 June 1994,
an increase of 134% on the
corresponding period in 1993.
Turnover in the period rose by
26% to £61.29 million.
...
Baxi Poised
To Enter
The Combi
Market
Baxi and Chaffoteauxet Maury haveentered into a
collaboration agreement to
develop a range of
combination boilers to be
hed mid-1995.
B' 1 Heating best known
for its Bermuda back boiler
and Solo wall-mounted
boilers, has been planning
to enter the combi market
for some time. Mike
Guerin. newly-appointed
Managing Director of Baxi
Heating said: "Everyone at
Baxi is delighted with the
agreement with
Chaffoteaux. who are
recognised as one of
Europe's leading
manufacturers of combi
boilers. With their combi
expertise and our strength
i he UK marketplal:e. this
es a very formidable
partnership".
Baxi plans to introduce the
new range of combi boilers
in April/Ma\ 1995, with
deliveries st~rting in time
for the heating season.
The combi Idunc h :s just
part of a series of product
launches planned by Baxi
for 1995. To support these
products, the company
will be increasmg its
service coverage and
introducing a new trade
training programme later
this year.
Contact: Brian McTernan,
Heatmerchants. Tel: 01 -
6231248.
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ABB Environmental
at Tulfarris
Barry Hignett (right) receiving the
ABB/Cylon Cup from David
McMenamin (ABB).
Class 2-
1st: Tommy Dlin,
35pts (20 back);
2nd: Eric Kealy, 35pts
(19 back);
3rd: Eamonn
D'Sullivan, 33pts.
Class 3-
1st: Frank Field,
26pts;
2nd: George
McDonald, 24pts (13
back);
3rd: Pat Dodd, 24pts
(11 back).
Nearest the Pin:
Pat Duffy.
Longest Drive:
Sean McCormack.
Staff Prize:
Sean Smith, 37pts.
Cylon UK Prize:
Mike Furey.
Contact:
Sean Smith, ABB
Environmental
Control. Tel: 01 - 452
2622.
A BBEnvironmentalControl Ltd
recently held its 4th
annual golf outing at
Tulfarris Golf and
Country Club. A large
group comprising
consultants,
contractors and
merchants competed
in glorious sunshine.
The ideal weather
conditions
contributed to some
fine scoring, none
better than that by
Barry Hignett who,
off a handicap of 11,
came home with 40
pts to win the
ABB/Cylon perpetual
trophy.
Later that evening
after dinner, Sean
Smith, Managing
Director of ABB
Environmental
Control Ltd,
presented the prizes
to the winners.
Full results were:-
Overall Winner:
Barry Hignett, 40pts;
2nd: Pat Duffy, 37pts
(19 back).
Class 1-
1st: Sean McCormick,
37pts;
2nd: Paddy Delaney,
37pts (beaten on last
6);
3rd: Frank Mullins,
36pts.
AQUAMOBILE - WATER
WORKS ON WHEELS
GTSC Report
he Aquamobile, Water Works On Wheels'
unique mobile water testing and
purification facility, recently took to the
road following a delay in the completion of the
interior outfit of the vehicle.
The Aquamobile is equipped with a variety of
state-of-the-art water purification systems,
including cartridge filtration, ultraviolet, ozone
and ceramic water treatment units which can be
operationally configurated in line with the
customer's specific water problem.
Serving as a mobile waterworks, the vehicle is
equipped with all necessary auxiliary equipment
such as pumps and a power generator and can
thus operate in remote areas where electricity
and a water pump are not readily available.
According to Michael Helming, head of Water
Works On Wheels, the Oughterard company who
run the vehicle, the pre-launch interest in the
Aquamobile is overwhelming and demonstration
time is already pretty booked up for the months
ahead.
Contact: Michael Helming, Water Works On
Wheels. Tel: 091 - 82479.
Brian Cowen, TD, Minister for Transport,Energy and Communications, recentlyreceived the Annual Report of the Gas
Technical Standards Committee (GTSC) which
brings together all the interested parties
concerned with the safe operation of the gas
supply industry.
The Minister commended the continuing work of
the GTSC which works as part of the National
Standards Authority of Ireland in providing the
agreed technical standards and codes of practice
to which the gas industry is required to operate.
The Minister acknowledged the commitment of
both the natural gas industry through Bord Gais
Eireann and the member companies and the Irish
LPG Association for both their financial support
and commitment to operated according to the
requirements of the GTSC standards.
4 BSNews, September 1994
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HVAC Manufacturers Road Show
Grant Engineering
Grant Engineering Ltd is an Irish-owned company located in Birr,
Co Offal . It designs and manufactures a wide range of domestic
heating appliances, both for the home and export markets and
employs 120 people.
The innovative design of Grant boilers have been designed to
comply with the latest European Standards, ie, OFS AlOO & EN
303, and are manufactured to IS/ISO 9001/E 29001 Quality
System.
Grant boilers are solidly constructed to give years of trouble-free
operation are fully-insulated, and sound proofed to operate quietly.
They are extremely efficient, producing low NO
x
emissions and
clean combustion.
Contact: Joe Conroy. Tel: 0509 - 20089.
Lycris Byrne
combination unit
designed to match
individual specific
installation requirements,
and have had great success
in new and refurbished
apartments.
Contact: ChrislLily Byrne.
Tel: 01 2863794.
Bord Trachtala has combined forces with over a dozen Irish manufacturers serving the the heating, ventilating and air conditioning
sectors of the building ervices industry to present three regional shows - in Cork, Limerick and Dublin - in October and November.
The initiative for the shows came originally from An Bord Trachtala but manufacturers were quick to seize this opportunity to
participate in a tailor-made format designed to bring product presentations into the heart of each region, thereby allowing for direct
contact with interested professionals and craftsmen in their own environment.
The regional show format has already proven itself but this time 'round - under the guidance of Marketing Adviser Peter Jackson - it
has received a new impetus and should prove far more conducive to visitors and exhibitors alike for engaging in meaningful,
constructive dialogue about the particular products on show and the industry at large.
These shows fJl the vacuum for a much-needed, dedicated,
manufacturer-oriented, all-industry exhibition and the regional,
more intimate, format should prove particularly successful. The
industry - with the assistance of An Bord Trachtala - has done its
bit ... now it's up to you, the professionals and craftsmen involved, to
play your part. Make a note in your diary of the date and venue best
suited to you. Your active participation will make this a truly all-
industry affair from which everyone will benefit.
Veha
Lycris-Byrne
Copper Cylinder
Lycris-Byrne is one of the
leading manufacturers in
copper cylinder technology
in Ireland producing high-
quality copper cylinders
ranging in size from one-
gallon to 300-gallon
capacity, and from I-bar to
6-bar pressure, including
removable batteries. High-
output coils are machined to
have a unique corrugated
sur-!;\CC to ma. ·imisc heat
tran lel 1nd ruh.cc cahn~
Lycn Byrne IS the onl,\
company in Ireland which
can offer totally CFC-free
rigid polyurethane, factory-
applied, insulation. Added
to this is a patented all-
welded construction for
easier in tallation.
Lycris-Byrne has also
introduced a range of pre-
plumbed combination units
which incorporate a copper
hot water cylinder, a cold
water storage tank, and
pump and control panel. All
are mounted in a metal
frame. These units are
Veha Ltd, the Wicklow-based radiator manufacturer, has
forged ahead with its expansion plan over the last 18
months. Despite some stirl' competition, the company has
made signi~icant market share gains in both the UK and
Ireland.
Veha's product portfolio is all-embracing, covering the
domestic and commercial!industrial sectors. All
requirements are catered for, a particular advantage being
the company's ability to produce tailor-made, customised
radiators at very short notice to satisfY particular needs.
Equally important is the quality procedures employed
throughout the entire production process.
Contact: Jim O'Reilly. Tel: 0404 - 67278.
6 BSNews, September 1994
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Mark Eire BV
Mark Eire BV is a manufacturer of
industrial. utility, sport and recreational
heating and ventilation equipment. with
50 years experience.
Mark commenced production in Ireland
in 1987 and, since then. has installed
heating equipment in all the major Irish
companies. such as Telecom. Waterford
Glass, Dairygold. Smurllt and HG.
,\\ark boasts a heating system for every
situation, so all environments are catered
for, from hotel meeting rooms to
hazardous environments. paint spray
shops, garages. etc.
Mark Eire BV employs 35 people.
producing the following products:-
Mark Cabinet Heaters - Gas/oil-fired air
heaters; Fohn - Gas/oil-fired air heaters;
GS/GC - Suspended gas-fired unit air
heaters; Calilo - Direct gas-fired make
up air heaters; Infra - Gas-fired radiant
heaters, black tube; Infra HT - Gas-fired
radiant heaters. plaque; Infra Aqua - Hot
water or thermal oil radiant panel ;
Tanner - Indirect hot water unit air
heaters; l\\arklimat - Air handling units;
Eco-Fan - Recirculationlventilation
destratification units; Fan-Coil - Fan
convectors heating/cooling; Cool - Air
conditioning units; Dryllo - Process
burner units; Oxillo - Incinerator burner
units; Mark Bender - Hydraulic pipe-
bending machines 3/8" to 4";
The company is certified to ISO 9002
Quality Management System. l\\ark
heaters are approved by most European
Gas Boards for performance and safety.
Contact: Mike O'Donoghue. TeI: 026-
45334; .\\aurice Byrne. Tel: 01 - 668
0510.
From the Mark Eire range.
Kent's range of floor drains is suitable
for casting in-situ or core-drilled into
position in concrete floors.
Nlrolift, from ASS Pumps.
complete with controls.
pipework and valves for ease
of installation as well as
additional features exclusive
to ABS products.
This year sees ABS Pumps
Ltd celebrate 21 years of
succes ful pump
manufacturing to the highest
quality standards which has
earned the company the ISO
9000 Certification.
Contact: John Molloy. Tel:
053 - 43200.
I~~" -• 4If1II"-.. . -.~'.: ~.~f..' .' . '_..',. Or f
"'1£" I
I#)~J ' ..., .
~. ", . ~~
~. \
The Kent range also includes grease
intercepter, double-sealed manhole
cover, sanital).' ware, and equipment
sterilisers.
Contact: Dick Sheil. TeI: 0504 - 31311.
ABS Pumps
ABS Pumps of Wexford are
leading manufacturers of
submersible sewage pumps
suitable 101' aquaculture.
agriculture, construction,
industry, treatment plants
and power stations.
Within the building
industl)." ABS is continually
striving to produce the best
possible lifting stations to
cater for all requirements
from a very small unit like
the Pi r<\llhamat, \\ hich is
It bl 101' one WC
I < 11 110"1, to t,c \ Cl) Idrgc
\n of'la to cater for the
., ed of large c, tabli.' hment .
Ik ~ U ng e tate
I tm tatlOn are
manul.\ctured to the highest
te hnJe I tandard and all
drainage products
forms the core of
the extensive
portfolIo. Kent
Manufacturing
Ltd has been
awarded the Q Mark of quality,
IS09002 and was chosen as the Forbairt
Company of the Month for May '94.
New products include the KVA 275.110-
a round, heavy-duty adjustable gully
with recessed cover to take mesh grating.
It allows for installation at depths
varying by 50 mm and 3600 rotation; and
the KVV225.l10- a vinyl type finish
hower gully.
Qual-PEX from Quality Plastics.
Richmond Trading
Company
Richmond Trading has, over the pa t ten
years, earned a solid reputation for
supplying top-quality drainage products,
wall-cladding ystems and an extensive
range of corridor module systems.
bathroom accessories and access door.
The Kent Range of quality stainless teel
uality Plastics
uality Plastics is exhibiting its very popular Qual-PEX pipe
for hot/cold water systems and central and underfloor heating
sy terns. Developed specifically to suit Irish size brass
compression fitting in 112", 3/4" and I" diameters and
manufactured from cro sLinked high-density polyethylene to the
highest of international standards, Qual- PEX is rapidly
becoming the Irish plumber's choice.
Becau e its flexibility and lightne make it so much easier to
manoeuvre than traditional materials. installation time avings of
up to 40% have been recorded during independent tests. In
addition to these advantages are the facts that Qual-PEX costs
less than copper, is more resistant to frost and is cooler to touch,
even when running the hottest of water.
Quality Pia tics, an IS09002 and BS 5750-approved company.
is the largest Irish polythrne pipe manuf;lcturrl' and in addition
10 Qual.PE~. manulilctUl'eS black 10\\ denSity and blur medllul1
density polyethylene QuaIPLt\ST water pIpe, yello\\ medium
density QualGAS gas pipe and QualPLAST DPC, all to the
most stringent of Irish and European Irchnical standards.
mplementing this range arc QualLITE fibreglas. and P\'C
roof sheeting, QualPLAST PVC waste and drainage pipes and a
complete range
of fittings for
1'\ ( . Qlhll
PI. ,II'd
polythene pipes. ,.....,t-dJld~~.
Contact:
Brendan
O'Brien. TeI:
021 - 397090.
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borne 'bacteria by an
oxidation process (creation of
ozone).
Environeering has supplied
equipment to the ESB,
Telecom Eireann, Office of
Public Works, Dublin Fire
Brigade and others in the
public sector and numerous
large companies in the private
sector, including Elan
Corporation and Cadburys
Ltd.
More than 50 of our 5kw
units were hired in 1994 for
cooling the reception marqees
at the \\lIrph\s Irish Opell
Coil' CompetItion at ,\ \olllll
.Juliet, and the I rish Ladies
Open at St Margarets Golf
Club. The units were also
utdlsed at all the major race
meetings, including the
Budwei er Derby and the
Cal\\",.\ race,'.
<. (llll (t Bn 1 II,tll I cl ()
- 1:"19;".
Environeering
Although it is only two years
ince Environeering Ltd of
Longford started trading, it
has already made a clear
impact in the air conditioning
and air cooling sector.
The company designs and
manufactures the Whispair
range of 5kw, 10kw and
18kw mobile air coolers, in
addition to compressed air
and water humidification
equipment. All are available
for hire or sale.
\\'hispair products are
equally elfe,tive as spot
coolers or air conditioners.
They are particularly
effective in difficult or
temporary situations \\"here
conventional split systems are
ineffective or too expensive.
The cool dehumidified air
tre,lJn • OPl t ht' P 0111 t Coil
I 0 bL lJ I L Ito lltm 11,lte d I
The Avondale Suite from Quelllty C8n1mlc8
1TIll"
....._y~
IReliability and technical excellence are the hallmarks of Wavin
Ireland which specialises in the design and manufacture of
complete plastic systems lor the building/construction industry.
as well as lor public utility organisations and statutory
authorities.
It provides over 3,000 quality products for pressure mains.
housedrain and sewer, rainwater, soil and waste, road and land
drainage ducting and meter boxes. All Wavin products are
engineered for maximum trength and ease of installation.
It was among the hrst Iri h companies to be awarded IS EN
18090002.
At Wavin a full technical advice service is provided and. under
the company's Qualitas Total Quality Management System. it
commits itself to providing an efficient ordering and distribution
system. Contact: ,Joe O'Rourke. Tel: 01 ·841 2260.
products, including drinkers,
feeders and dips.
It also has the capability to
produce contract moulders to
industry for any type or size of
roto-moulded product from a
ping-pong ball to a boat. It can
take an idea through all of the
stages, ie drawing board,
prototype to finished product.
Contact: P J Feerick. Tel:
0907 - 59110 Tom Davy. Tel:
01-6263745.
Kingspan's 300 vertical
1300v tank.
and has been producing this
product since 1981. Over the
la t three years it has
inve ted over £1 million in
this sector alone.
In keeping with the
company's policy of on-going
product development, the
range ha been further
expanded with the
introduction of foamed nitrile
pipe insulation.
Contact: Jim Brady.
Tel: 042 - 61565.
Kingspan Group
Kingspan Group plc is a
multi-million pound group
dedicated to serving the
building, insulation and
heating industries on the
home and overseas markets.
Kingspan GSP is a member
of this Group and has been
as ociated with the heating
industry for many years
through supplying hardware
merchants and oil
di tributors with its plastic
and steel oil storage tanks
and "polyflex" pipe
insulation.
Kingspan GSP manufactures
a r'ln('e of rotationally-
moulded, one-piece plastic
tanks, varying in capacities
from 1000 litres up to 5000
litres and varying in shapes
to suit any application. The)
are available in dark green or
black.
Kin~span GSP is Ireland"
on"Id' of
po"',th.\ "H.' pipe 11 ,I,atio 1
ROM Plastics
ualit
11 "11 nuldllul n pi. nt .n rklow in
19 7. ualit Ceramic ha grown ub tanti lly o\er the yc, r .
Employment 11'\ cl have ri en lrom 17 people to in excess of 80.
Product de\elopment ha been the cornerstone of the company's
ucce s and it market currently consist· of Ireland, Great
Britain and France.
Quality Ceramics has reu~ntly embarked on a IR£2 million
inve tment programme which will result in a state-of-the-art
manufacturing plant and provide 26 additional jobs.
John O'Loughlin. Director stated that Quality Ceramics will be
focu sed on design and eu tomer service in the future, Quality
Cerami s has certainly de\c1opcd a strong base from which it
will continue to grow.
Contact: John Byrne. Tel: 04ll2· 31288.
ROM Plastics Ltd is situated
in Glenamaddy, Co Galway on
a 6 th-acre site with 40,000 sq
ft of factory space. Founded in
1984, the company proudly
holds the I ISO 9000 symbol
since 1991.
It manufacture a large range
of oil, liquid, chemical and
water storage tanks in addition
to a range of agricultural
8 BSNews, September 1994 10
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Grundfos aims to be a leading manufacturer and supplier of
pumps and pumping systems to the world.
GRUNDFOS - LEADERS IN PUMP
TECHNOLOGY
While much is written and said about theimportance of customer-supplierrelations, we make no apologies for
reiterating the point. In this, our 10th year in
Ireland, we are only too aware that it is the
strength of the partnership relationship we at
Grundfos share with our many customers which
has made us the leading manufacturer and
supplier of pumps to the Irish marketplace.
Since we first entered the Irish market as a
dedicated, stand-alone, Irish operation, we have
enjoyed an inordinate amount of success with
year-on-year growth
leading to increased market share and turnover,
despite a sometimes stagnant market.
Apart from the quality of our product portfolio,
customer service is what sets Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd
apart from our competitors. Since company founder
Poul Due Jensen first started making pumps in 1945,
it has always been a core principle that Grundfos
products and services must meet customer
requirements wherever they may be. That is why the
Group has gradually built up a network of locally-
based sales and service companies, including
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd, which this year celebrates its
10th anniversary
In today's competitive and ever-more demanding
marketplace, customers need the support of a
strong, confident, international player offering tailored
products and services designed to suit local market
needs. Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd fulfills that need.
We are conscious that customers are, and will always
be, the reason we exist. With this in mind I say thank
you for the trading 'elationshlp we have enjoyed over
the last decade Additionally, I commit us to
sharpening still further our focus on the future to
ensure that, above all else, we at Grundfos (Ireland)
Ltd continue to deliver customer satisfaction.
Together, we can confidently go forward and
anticipate similar growth over the next decade, taking
us comfortably into the next century. The many
strengths we have at our disposal to pursue and
ultimately achieve that goal are illustrated overleaf.
Celebratil7g ~O years il7 Irelal7c:1
De;r:'She,? loA f '~Ju;) (!'\J
~ .
General Manager
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Celebrating ""10 years in Ireland
Functional, Reli ble,
Quality Pedigree
Booster Set for
Antartica
This booster set is the perfect example of the company's ability to
provide tailor-made solutions for specific applications. It was specially
devised and assembled by Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd to meet the very precise
and unique needs of the British Antartic Survey base at Rothera,
Antartica.
, ,
, ,
Grundfos Innovation Centre
he Grundfos Innovation Centre is a landmark development, not just for the company
itself but for pump technology in general. Never before in the history of the pump
industry have resources of the scale of the Innovation Centre been gathered together
under one roof.
Here, over 700 employees are dedicated solely
to research and development and work in
project-oriented groups. Artificial boundaries
have been removed and product development,
construction and test laboratories are now
located in close proximity.
The Innovation Centre is the last phase in the
company's expansive 40,000 sq ft Research
and Development Complex which also houses
the following:-
Technology Centre - Here new materials and
methods are researched and developed and the
machines and tools for manufacturing the new
products are made;
The Electronics Centre - Here the power and
control electronics for the new generation of
pumps and pumping systems are produced'
The Pilot Plant - This is where new products
are test-produced before being put into mass
production.
responsible for many ''firsts'' in
pump technology, its
pioneering spirit and
commitment to research and
the development of ever-more
sophisticated pumping
solutions resulting in the
introduction of truly
innovative, technologically-
advanced, products.
A typical example was the
introduction of the world's first
stainless steel submersible
pump in 1966. There have
been many similar "firsts"
since then and now, almost
30 years later, comes another
major breakthrough with the
introduction of the Grundfos
JetSub. With its integrated
electronics, components of
stainless steel and
composites, this compact, 3"-
diameter submersible pump
will provide the optimum
solution for many small,
private, domestic water supply
systems.
10 BSNews, September1994
Grundfos commencedthe manufacture ofpumps in 1945 and
has since supplied literally
millions of pumps and
pumping systems worldwide.
In fact, over seven million
pumps were manufactured at
the company's six worldwide
factories in the fiscal year
1993/94 alone with turnover
reaching £545 million.
Highly-functional and reliable,
many of the pumps
manufactured by Grundfos in
the 1950s and 1960s are still
in use in many parts of the
world today.
Additionally, there are
instances of multi-stage
centrifugal pumps serving
Californian farmers for over
25 years and small circulator
pumps which have provided
Irish homes with hot water for
nearly 30 years.
The distinguishing features of
Grundfos products have
always been their unique
construction, the use of the
most appropriate materials
and meticulous care in all
stages of production.
Grundfos has been
12
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Celebrating .,0 years in Ireland
Sales - Gordon Barry with Ray Broughan, Paul Alien, Liam McDermott
and David Staunton
Electronic 'Intelligent' Pumps
Since the introduction of the mould-breaking compactfrequency converter, the X99, in 1991, Grundfos hasdeveloped its vision of using electronics to enable pumps
to constantly adjust themselves to give the exact performance
required.
Since then five new products incorporating electronics have
been introduced, the most recent application of the X99 being in
the JetpaQ, a compact water supply system incorporating a
pump, tank and electronic control in one unit. The system
ensures constant pressure over a wide range of operations and
its electronics enhance reliability. Additionally, its dimensions are
such that JetpaQ can be installed in very small spaces.
Such pumps consume less energy, provide more end-user
benefits, and can be incorporated into systems with constant
monitoring and communication capabilities.
Administration - David Whelan with Victor Vassallo, Laura Dunne, Niall
Larrigan (Company Secretary) and Deirdre McGee
5Tailor-
While Grundfos Group policy is based on massproduction, customers are not limited to standardsolutions. Modified pumps are often required,
especially for industrial applications, to suit particular
systems. Consequently, Grundfos has a dedicated
department at its Development Centre which specialises in
serving the precise needs of such customers.
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd avails of this unique support facility as
and when required.
1
Environmental
Considerations
If real environmental costsare to be considered, thecost of producing the pumps
and discharging them at the
end of their useful life must
also be counted.
Consequently, in addition to
evaluating the operational
energy-consumption of its
products, Grundfos also
conducts an energy-
evaluation of materials used
and the manufacturing
processes employed.
Packaging also gets attention.
Biodegradable carton inserts
are used for product
protection while the total
packaging involved is
minimised, thereby reducing
volume and allowing savings
because of more cost-
effective and energy-saving
transportation.
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Grundfos keeps the heat on
In commercial buildings, factories, schools and hos-
pitals, nobody keeps the heat on like Grundfos. Our
circulator pumps make it easy - and economical - to
master central heating requirements for all kinds of
applications.
Grundfos pumps are quiet. They're easy to install
and maintain. Above all, they're supremely reliable.
Our latest circulators feature a new generation of
integrated electronic controls that reduce energy con-
sumption and automatically adjust performance.
Which is the reason we account for over half the
circulator pumps sold worldwide each year. When it
comes to innovation, nobody keeps the heat on like
Grundfos.
GRUNDFOS®~
Leaders in pump technology
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Telephone: 2954926. Fax: 295 4739.
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BSNews Better Business
Motor Mileage Allowances Tax Clearance Certificate
New AIB Loans for Business
The Revenuehave set downstandard
procedures which must
be followed before
motor mileage
payments can be made
without the deduction
of tax. These
procedures are as
follows:
(a) A written
application must be
made by the employer
to the Tax Office,
outlining the
circumstances in which
the
employees/directors
cars are used for
business purposes.
(b) An undertaking by
the employer that
certain conditions will
be adhered to.
(c) A requirement that
each employee/director
submits a claIm to the
employer, certified as
correct by a supervisor.
Claims must be made
at intervals not
normally longer than
one month from the
date of the journey to
which the claim relates.
(d) Employer to keep
all such records for
inspection.
Approval will not be
given for payment of
allowances which
exceed Civil Service
rates. An overall
average rate of
allowance may be
approved, provided
that the total payments
made do not exceed
what would be paid if
the Civil Service rates
structure had been
applied.
Employers will be
subject to an audit on
an on-going basis, to
ensure that payments
are made in accordance
with the procedures
and that the necessary
controls are in place
and observed.
The Revenue
Commissioners will
now issue general tax
clearance certificates
which will be valid
for twelve months.
These general tax
clearance certificates
can be used for
Allied Irish Banks have
recently announced a new
facility tailored specifically
to meet the needs of Irish
small and medium sized
enterprises. The purposes
of the loans is to part-
finance (ie 50%) longterm
projects or purchase of
fixed assets requiring a
minimum investment of
£30,000 eg construction of
industrial units or
purchase of capital
''luipment Thl minimum
lI1\'cstment criteria 01
£30,000 means that the
smallest loan available
commercial contracts
with the ta e, as the
Revenue have now
withdraWn the
requirement for a
separate tax: clearance
certificate for each
commercial contract.
under the scheme is
£15,000. Only limited
companies are eligible for
the scheme and must be
engaged in industry,
commerce, tourism or
directly related services
(retail shops, pubs and
restaurants and
commercial office blocks
are not eligible). The term
of the loans range from
seven to fifteen years and
the rate of interest is fixed
for the duration. The rates
or interest applying will be
in the order of 10'/2% to
12'/2%.
IMPORTANT DEADLINE DATES
BSNews, September 1994 13
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Rt.: identi.l' Property .Complete return to dh r WIth
Tax payment of ta du andlor
agreement of installment
arrangement 1 October 1994
Income Tax Preliminary Tax 1994/95 I November 1994
Capital Gains Tax Preliminary Tax 1993/94 I November 1994
Corporation Tax Preliminary Tax and ACT for
accounting periods:-
31 March 1994 28 September 1994
30 April 1994 28 October 1994
31 May 1994 28 November 1994
This months BSNews
Better Business was
prepared by chartered
accountants Brenson
Lawlor. For further
information contact
Padraic Ferguson at
Tel: 01 - 6689760.
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New Innovative
ABB Environmental
Control Ltd. Belgard
Road. Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: (01) 452 2622
Fax: (01) 459 9939
FLEXI-COOL
COOLED CEILING SYSTEM FOR
ROOM TEMPERATURE CONTROL
FLEX/-COOL (lissipa!es exccI.I hca! ill a roO/ll by /IIcal/.l 0/ coolcd ('cilill~ !IW/ell
The Flakt FLEXI-COOL ceiling
is a system designed for
controlling the room temperature.
Excess heat in a room is
dissipated by means of cooled
panels normally located in the
ceiling. A complete indoor
climate system system consists of
the FLEXI-COOL system for
thermal comfort combined with
an air handling system providing
the required air quality.
The system is suitable for
premises where there is a high
cooling demand caused by heat
generating equipment, lighting or
sunshine through large windows.
The FLEXI-COOL system is also
well suited for modernization
projects to upgrade thermal
comfort in buildings not designed
to meet today's indoor climate
requirements set by the use of
personal computers, terminals,
copying machines, etc.
FLEXI-COOL is typically
in tailed in banks, insurance
companies and other computer-
intensive environments.
With experience from over
300,000 square metres of
installed ceiling area, Fliikt has
considerable experience in the
design of reliable FLEXT-COOL
systems for various applications.
This know-how has led to
refinements of both the system
and its components, and in the
further development of design
software used for each new
project.
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Systems from .Flakt
FLOORMASTER@
Cool. fresh aIr supplied by FLOORMASTER at floor level rises gently to the ceiling by natural convective
forces to proVide air of superior quality
FLOORMASTER is also used in
localities with high emissions of
warm air pollutants, such as
welding shops, foundries,
bakeries, etc. In such premises,
FLOORMASTER is often
combined with a local exhaust
system.
Based on 15 years of experience
and thousands of installations,
Flakt has substantial experience
in the design of
FLOORMASTER systems for
various applications. This know-
how has led to refinements of
both the sy tem and computerized
design programs.
FLOORMASTER provides
superior air quality in the
occupied zone. Large volumes of
air can be introduced draught-free
and with a low sound level. In
many case, less expensive
cooling systems can be used
effectively with
FLOORMASTER.
Typical applications are rooms
where there are a large number of
persons per square metre of
space, such as conference rooms,
theatres, department tores,
hops, restaurants and other
public areas.
DISPLACEMENT SYSTEM FOR
ROOM AIR DISTRIBUTION
FLOORMASTER is a system for
introducing and distributing fresh
air in a room. Cool, fresh air is
provided from an air treatment
system at floor level in the room.
Warn contaminated air is forced
upwards by convection to the
ceiling, where it can be efficiently
extracted by the exhaust air
system.
FLOORMASTER is intended
primarily for ventilating and
cooling, although the system can
also be lIseeJ in combination with
a separate heating system. 17
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BTU Weekend - BTU
Captain Michael Wyse
with Tony Delaney and
Michael Murphy, ABB
Environmental Control,
sponsors
President
Liam
Stenson's
Prize at
Newlands
Davies of Fairview werethe sponsors of thePresident's Prize outing
at Newlands. Results were as
follows:-
Winner:
Des Prendergast, Old Conna,
(HI0) 39pts
Class 1 (0-12)
First: L Stenson, Newlands,
(H12), 34pts
Second: T Delaney, Royal
Dublin, (HI0), (33-1) 32pts
Third: J Ennis, Curragh, (Hll),
31pts B9 J Warren
Class 2 (13-16)
First: D Harris, Skerries, (H16),
34pts
Second: J Duggan, Sutton,
(H15), 33pts B9
Third: S Kearney, Stackstown,
(H14),33pts
Class 3 (17-24)
First: M Murphy, Courtown
(H24), (36-2) 34pts
Second: P O'Dowd,
Edmondstown, (H20), 32pts
Third: D O'Gormon, Newlands,
(H20), (33-2) 31pts (Back 9)
Front Nine
First: J White, Slade Valley,
(H16), 18pts
Second: D Sampson, Royal
Dublin, (H15), 17pts
Back Nine
First: B Kearney,
Edmondstown, (H22), 18pts
Second: R Byrne, Old Conna,
(H15), 17pts (Back 6)
Visitors
First: Bernard Kavanagh,
Arklow, (H22), 35pts
Second: Sean Stenson,
Newlands, (H14), 32pts.
President's outing -
BTU President Liam
Stenson with Gerry
Tobin, Davies
(sponsors) and
Michael Murphy,
ABB Environmental
Control
Overall Winner:
Bill Penrice
2nd: Simon English
3rd: Nigel Jones
4th: Tony Delaney
5th: Michael
Morrissey
F9: Gerry Baker
B9: Michael Bready
Longest Drive: Ray
Byrne
Nearest the Pin:
Tony Delaney
Ladies
1st: Brigid Delaney
2nd: Peggy Smith
3rd: Ann Morrissey
President's outing
- BTU President
Liam Stenson with
Gerry Tobin,
Davies (sponsors)
and John Ennis
BTU Weekend - BTU
Captain Michael
Wyse with Michael
Morrissey and
Michael Murphy,
ABB Environmental
Control, sponsors
F9: Pat O'Sullivan
B9: Angela Bready
Sunday's Scramble
Winners
Ann Morrissey,
G Baker,
T Quinn,
D Chambers.
16 BSNews, September 1994
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CIBSE on Water Distribution
heart of the system, the scroll
compressor has inherent
advantages over comparable
rotary and piston compressors,
such as higher efficiency, better
durability and lower operating
nOIse.
The new size 5 and 6 outdoor
units are compact for easy
siting, both measuring only
1258mm high by 970mm wide
and weighing I 14kgs (PUH5)
and I28kgs (PUH6). Featuring
an ultra quiet and newly-
developed "extra fan", the units
operate at a noise rating of only
55 and 56 dB(A) respectively.
Contact: .V1ike Sheehan,
Mitsublshi Electric. Tel: 01 -
4of50 5007.
From Myson's Compact range.
Myson 'Compact'
The Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers has
updated its guidance on water distribution systems, commissioning
Code W, which was last published in 1989.
The new publication identifies the procedures for the balancing and
commissioning of water systems, an essential factor in the completion
of a design through to final handover stage. It gives advice on
inspection, commissioning records and responsiblility and includes a
detailed list of precommissioning checks. The three appendices cover
design, installation and flow measurement and regulation.
Commissioning Code W: Water distribution systems is avaiJable
from the CIBSE Publications Sales Department. Tel: 004481
6755211.
The Myson 'Compact' range is the lightest, quietest and most
efficient pump range ever produced by the company. It is backed by
the full expertise and commitment to quality and service of Potterton
Myson and supported by an extended warranty.
Principal features include light, compact casing for easy handling,
especially in refit situations; .
improved motor torque; large
easy-to-wire terminals with
captive screws; manual restart
knob; safer venting with manual
restart knob than with bleed
screws; anti-rotation tommy bar
hole; and fIXed I-speed or
switched 3-speed settings with a
choice of head configuration for
total system compatibility.
Contact: Vincent Broderick,
Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 - 4590870.
Mitsubishi Electric is
launching new size 5 and 6
outdoor units featuring scroll
compres ors for its plit system
air conditioning mnge. The
new PUBS is available now
and the first new scroll
compressor PL'II6 will be
produced vel} early in 1995.
By incorporating scroll
compressors in place of twin-
cylinder rotary compressors,
l\iit ub shi Electric's new
outdoor units gain a number of
sign' Icant benefits. At the
Mitsubishi
Electric Outdoor
Units
Butterfly valves may not
sound like big news but when
you see all the high
performance features built into
this new series from Dwyer
Instruments you'll be glad you
took a closer look.
Concerns about corrosion will
be a thing of the past thanks to
a unique GE Noryl® disc
which is unaffected by most
acids and bases. Also, special
ribs molded into this disc
significantly reduce pressure
drop and noise by breaking up
vortex trails into smaller, less
disruptive components that
dissipate faster.
Choose Buna-N, EPDM or
Viton seats and a-rings, wafer
or lug mounting to suit almost
any application. Standard sizes
range from 2" -10" for service
to 150 PSIG (10.3 bar) and
22S0F (lOrC).
Options include electric,
pneumatic or hydraulic
operators; other materials and
sizes.
Plast-A-
Vane
Butterfly
Valves
Contact: Bob Gilbert,
Manotherm. Tel: 01 - 452
2355/4522229.
The new Dwyer Instruments
plast-a-vane butterfly valve
from Manotherm.
PRODUCTS
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The new Baxi Solo 2 RS from Heatmerchants.
PRODUCTS
Baxi Extends
Solo 2 Range
B axi Heating hasintroduced a newnatural draught
room-sealed boiler - the
Baxi Solo 2 RS - which,
in addition to the
installer-friendly benefits
of its predecessor, offers
extra innovations and
improvements in
efficiency and NOx
levels.
The installer's task is
made easier by a new
spring-retaining latch
Legionellosis
Guide
L gionellOsis is a highrofile problem wherethe building services
industry has a key role to play.
Where the sources of an
outbreak of legionellosis have
been identified, the majority
have been found to be hot and
cold water systems.
The knowledge led BSRIA, to
devise a new guidance
document. The application
guide, AG4/94 "Guide to
Legionellosis: temperature
measurements for hot and cold
water services", took into
account the ACOP and
Danfoss
RAS-
T he Danfoss RAS-Dseries has beenmanufactured to the
highest standards and designed
to meet three simple objectives
- to provide exactly the level of
comfort required, room by
room; to minimise
consumption of valuable
natural resources, reducing
18 BSNews, September 1994
which allows the boiler to be
positioned quickly and easily
onto the mounting plate. The
new flue is easier to fit making
installation speedier. Pipework
can be routed within the casing
HS(G)70 documents where
particular emphasis is given to
risk assessments and routine
inspection and maintenance.
During the research
programme BSRIA developed
a simple and inexpensive
method of measuring water
temperatures at plant and
fittings using liquid crystal
temperature sensitive labels.
Permanently attached to the
surface of pipework, these
labels provide a visual
indication of the water
temperature using colour
changes.
The guide, AG4/94 costs
ST£l8 and is available from
Publication Sales, BSRIA.
Tel: 0044 344 426511.
green-house gas emission in
the process; - to cut fuel bills.
In addition, the RAS-D is
stylish with clear, easy-to-
understand markings for
simple error-free setting.
Angled pattern valves are
reversible and may be mounted
in either the flow or the return.
For obvious performance
reasons, flow mounted valves
have horizontal sensors, while
valves mounted in the return,
which is cooler, have
vertically-mounted sensors.
itself for a neat and tidy
appearance and all servicing is
carried out from the front of the
boiler. Attention has also been
paid to the exterior, where the
smaller brown flue terminal
ensures a neat and
unobtrusive finish.
For ease of storage and
transportation, the new
boiler comes in one carton,
complete with the flue. The
outer case is ready
assembled within the
carton.
Contact: Brian McTiernan,
Heatmerchants.
TeI: 01 - 6231248.
RAS-D features a convenient
snap-lock method of fitting the
sensor to the valve body,
eliminating the need for tools.
A special anti-theft device can
be set to prevent unauthorised
removal.
Valves and sensors are
supplied in Combi-Packs, all
with 112" BSP radiator
connections. The range is
complemented by a remote
sensor, ideal for those
installation conditions where a
built-in sensor is unsuitable.
Contact: Dave Sampson, J J
Sampson & Son. TeI: 01 - 626
8lll.
Danfoss RAS-D series radiator
thermostats can be fitted
horizontally in the flow or
vertically in the return (as above).
From J J Sampson.
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RACGS GOLF RESULTS
RA GS Does It For Charity
John
Sampson,
JJ Sampson
with RACGS
Captain Frank
O'Sullivan.
Class 3 - Winner:
Paddy Chambers with 32pts (H16) last 6;
Runner-up: Damien Parlour with 32pts (H18).
Front 9 - M Daly with 18pts (H20);
Back 9 - M McLoughlin with l8pts (H13);
Par 3 - M Nolan with 11pts;
Visitors - Winner:
M Halford with 40pts (H18);
Second: T McCawley with 36pts (7);
Third: Danny Devine with 35pts (H22).
Nearest Hole - John Brogan at the 10th (115.5")
Longest Drive - S Barnwell (18th).
The next outing will be at Headford Golf Club,
Kells, on 13 October.
Contact: Dermot Byrne. Tel: 01 - 830 3466.
Frank
O'Sullivan,
RACGS
Captain with
Paddy
Chambers,
Chambers
Engineering.
Overall winner was Dan Dowling with 36pts
playing 16 (on the back nine). Runner-up was
Michael Morrisey with 36pts (playing off 6).
Other winners were as follows:-
Class 1 - Winner:
Matt O'Reilly with 35pts (H12);
Runner-up: Paddy Smee with 33pts (Hll);
Class 2 - Winner:
Eamon Murphy with 36pts (H15);
Michael McGurk,
St Michael's
House,
presenting Matt
Butler, Butler
Refrigeration,
with the
Mitsubishi
Electric
perpetual
trophy.
Dermot Byrne
with Frank
O'Sullivan,
RACGS
Captain.
Other winners at Thurles were Packie
Stapleton with 38pts (playing off a handicap of
19) and Bill Quelly with 36pts (playing off 17).
Packie's greater score was ineligible for the
overall competition as this was limited to
RACGS members only.
The 3-man team prizes went to Gerry Darcy,
Stephen Smee and Matt O'Reilly who had a
fine score of 103pts.
All the holes were sponsored on the day and
the RACGS Committee wishes to a( knowledge
the generosity of the contributions made which
raised over £2.000 on the day.
The outing prio~ to that was the Captain's
which was held in Hermitage.
The Refrigeration & Air ConditioningGolfing Society (RACGS) recently heldits first annual charity outing at Thurles
to raise funds for St Michael's House in
Goatstown, Dublin, the charity nominated by
Captain Frank O'Sullivan.
The winner on the day was Matt Butler, Butler
Refrigeration, with an excellent score of 36 pts
(playing off a handicap of 2). Michael McGurk,
the St Michael's House representative on the
day, presented him with his prize - the
Mitsubishi Electric-sponsored perpetual
trophy.
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SPILLS & THRILLS OF THE RACING
TRACK COURTESY OF MERRIOTT
Waller and Bill Treacy of
Versatile fighting a fierce
battle for second place.
In the end Joe just
pipped Bill for the
runner-up spot.
Frank Field was very
much in contention up
to the time he waived t
the crowd, lost control
and spun out of the race
altogether.
Fastest lap time was set
by Finn Ahern of J V
Tierney.
All in all it proved a
most entertaining (if
somewhat combative)
evening, with
recriminations over the
calibre of driving and
and the dangerous
manoeuvres being
discussed late into the
night over refreshments.
Alan
Cassidy
(overall
winner) with
Padraic
Duggan,
both from
Mercury
Engineering
and Michael
McDonald,
Ove Arup.
Joe Ennis, Delap
& Wailer with
Andrew Treacy,
Versatile and
Michael
McDonald, Ove
Arup.
Anxious competitors on the starting grid
getting last-minute tips from the Instructors.
John Finan, T E
Lynskey with
Jlmmy Cullen
and Mlchael
Callan,JV
Tierney.
Every race
was a closely-
fought affair
with
competitors
refusing to
give an Inch,
especially on
thecomers.
The competitive edge
was electric with most
adopting the aggressive
Eddie Irvine approach
and employing tactics
which even he would
have baulked at. After a
few warm-up laps and
an opportunity to
familiarise themselves
with the vehicles (few
had driven a go-kart
before), the eliminator
bouts got underway in
earnest.
Each driver had an
average of four races
with the final 20-lap
decider being reduced to
a field of six.
Alan Cassidy of Mercury
Engineering came out a
decisive winner with Joe
Weafer of Delap &
W hile the Go-Kart trackbehind the
Semperit plant in
Dublin 12 is undeniably
light years removed
from the Formula 1
circuits of Monaco and
Silverstone, the
contractors and
consultants who
gathered there recently
as guests of Merriott
Radiators appeared not
to make that distinction.
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Brilliantly Simple
The New Mini Minder E
~
POTTERTON
co 'TROLS
Introducing the Mini Minder E - The Timing is
Perfect
With the new Potterton Mini Minder E you get the accuracy
and reliability of an 'up-to-the minute' electronic time
rol - combined with easy to set - and easy to read -
L,Qck face controls. ,
When you loo\... at its numerous innovative features, you'll
no doubt agree th.tt it's simply the hest.
Tappet Control
Large, ea ily moved tappets allowing two ON and two OFF
time periods per day.
Clock Face
Non-revolving clock face, clearly split into AM and PM.
Time Display
Clear 12 hour AMlPM time display with easy to use time
adjust buttons.
Memory Back-Up
Time protection in the event of power failure.
Micro-Control Time Matrix
The micro controller scans-the 'time matrix' twice every
second, rf(ading the position of each 'tappet' to determine
the heating and hot water requirements.
POTTERTON
MiniMinder E
5
6
7
AM
Advance Buttons
'Soft touch' advance buttons, advance to the next time
period.
Slider Controls
Simple and easy to u e slider controls.
Status Indicators
Clearly identify heating or hot water status.
Flexibility
Wallplate is compatible with the original Potterton 'Mini
Minder', Gloworm 'Mastermind' and Landis & Gyr RWB2
- no wiring changes are necessary.
Electronic Reliability and Noise-Free Operation
With the new Mini Minder E - you get electronic accuracy,
reliability, and noise free operation combined with user
friendly clock face controls. Simply put, it's the best
electronic time control option on the market.
~
POTTERTON MYSON
PART OF BLUE CIRCLE
Belgard Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24, Tel (01) 459 0870;
Fax (01) 459 0880
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MANOTHERM
'---==, LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
WEST 6700
THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 1/16 DIN
PROCESS CONTROLLER
6100 - KEY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
• Dual four<ligit display (lOmm top, 7.5mm bottom)
• Auto/Manual, Self·Tune & Pre·Tune, Ramping Setpoint.
• Universal input and power supply (single jumper for input
type)
• Choice of relay/SSR or linear output product (two base
builds)
• Additional plug·in outputs.
• Comprehensive alarm strategy· AND/OR & loop ala
• No-battery design (E 2 technology· 100 years rete'
• IP54 rating (1P65 pending test)
• RS485 opfi"mf (selectable Baud rate up to 9600)
SET AT ALM
f' ,. 11 fi
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- Power Supplies
-Temperature and Resistance
to Current Transmitters
-Isolation Amplifiers
WE CAN OFFER:
- Trip Amplifiers
- Controllers
- Digital-converters
- Analog-converters
-Dividers
- Linearisers
-PC & PLC interface
- Plug-in Modules-Eurocards
PR Electronics provide innovative products to solve industrial problems.
MANOTHERM LTD.
ONE STOP SHOP FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
For a Free Technical Brochure contact
Manotherm Ltd - The Control Centre:
4, Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01- 4522355. Telex: 93388. Fax: 01- 4516919.
10, Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT6 OHL. Tel: 0232-491966. Fax: 0232-491275
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